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ABSTRACT 
 
Canadian companies that sponsor a defined benefit pension plan must account for the 
plan in their financial statements.  A recent report indicates that the median expected 
return on assets for pension plan accounting is in the 7.5% - 7.99% range.  Such a rate 
implies an equity risk premium.  This paper looks at the level of equity risk premium 
implied and presents information from various sources regarding the expected equity risk 
premium in order to evaluate the reasonableness of the expected return assumptions.  The 
paper concludes that although the expected return on assets may be achieved, there are 
several factors that suggest that the expected return assumptions are aggressively 
optimistic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
A recent study published by the Certified General Accountants Association of Canada, 
entitled Addressing the Pensions Dilemma in Canada, reports that “the expected rate of 
return on plan assets used by Canadian companies for their fiscal year ending in 2003 
varied from 6.0% to 9.5%”.1  The median expected rate of return was in the range 7.50% 
to 7.99%.2  The study states that a “major concern with dependence on expected return on 
plan assets is with the inclusion of an equity risk premium (reward in excess of risk free 
return) in the selection of the expected rate of return”.3  This paper presents information 
to estimate the implied equity risk premium (“ERP”).  It examines various sources of 
information to evaluate the likelihood that the implied ERP and the expected rate of 
return will be realized. 
 
 
SECTION I - DETERMINING THE IMPLIED ERP 
 
Much has been written about the ERP.  For the purpose of this paper, and to avoid 
confusion, the ERP considered is the one relevant for investing pension plans.  The 
quotation cited above defines the ERP as “reward in excess of risk free return”. 4  In the 
context of a Canadian pension plan, which typically has a very long investment horizon, 
the “risk free” investment is a portfolio of long term Government of Canada bonds 
selected to exactly match the liabilities, as described below. 
 
Ideally, to determine a suitable risk free investment, one could use the following 
approach.  Determine the expected cash flows due to the pensions promised.  Then, find a 
stream of Government of Canada bond coupons and residuals which would exactly match 
those expected cash flows.  Such a stream would be considered the risk free investment.  
Next, determine the expected return on this risk free investment portfolio.  Such an 
expected return would be the basis to determine the ERP. 
 
In practice, especially for the purpose of writing a general paper, it is impractical to use 
such a risk free investment to determine the implied ERP.  First, the stream of promised 
benefits varies by pension plan, and so would the return on the risk free investment 
portfolio.  Second, some pension promises occur further in the future than any current 
bond coupons or residuals, so complete matching may be impossible.  Third, the stream 
of promised benefits is changing periodically as new benefits are earned, salaries change, 
and other demographic factors change, so the expected return on the risk free investment 
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will also change.  A number of other reasons could be suggested regarding why the risk 
free rate described is impractical.  For the purpose of this paper, the average total return 
on long term Government of Canada bonds, i.e., those with terms to maturity longer than 
10 years, will be taken as a proxy for the risk free rate of return for a pension plan.  
Hence, the implied ERP for an asset class will be the calculated by subtracting the 
expected return on long term bonds from the expected return on the asset class. 
 
In assessing the expected returns, we must estimate what the future expected return on 
long term Government of Canada bonds will be.  We examine several estimates. 
 
Aon Consulting conducts a semi-annual survey of over 25 of Canada’s major institutional 
investment management firms, regarding their forecasts of returns on the primary 
financial market indices for various time horizons.  The median forecast for the return on 
the long bond component of the Scotia Capital Markets Universe at January 1, 2004 for 
the ten-year horizon was 5.8%. 
 
Table 1 shows the median forecast return for the ten-year horizon on various asset classes 
and shows the implied ERP. 
 

Table 1 
Aon Consulting Survey Of Expected Returns 

10-Year Horizon 
January 1, 2004 

 
Asset Class Median Return Implied ERP 
Long bonds 5.8 0 
Canadian equities 8.0 2.2 
U. S. equities 8.0 2.2 
International equities 9.8 4.0 
Bond universe 5.5 -.3* 

 
* technically not an ERP but necessary for the subsequent discussion 
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To determine the ERP implied in the expected returns on assets of companies included in 
the CGA study, one must know the asset mix of the pension plans.  The CGA report 
states that “as of December 31, 2003, the average pension fund in Canada was invested 
56% in equities, 37% in various types of bonds, 2% in real estate and 5% in other 
instruments”.5  We calculated the expected return using the implied ERP in Table 1, 
assuming an asset allocation of 35% Canadian equities, 12.5% of U.S. equities, 12.5% 
international equities, and 40% universe bonds.  Such an asset allocation, i.e., 60% equity 
/ 40% fixed income would be considered somewhat more aggressive than the average 
pension fund. 
 
The expected return on such an asset mix is 7.2%.  Thus, this aggregate asset mix has an 
ERP of 1.4%.  This ERP makes no allowance for the possibility that excess returns over 
the forecast indices will be achieved nor does it make any allowance for expenses 
incurred to achieve such returns.  Alternatively one might say that it assumes any excess 
returns will cover exactly any expenses to achieve such returns.  
 
However, to achieve an expected return of 7.5% or higher, plan sponsors will need to 
achieve net investment returns at least .25% better than all the relevant indices, engage in 
an even more aggressive allocation to equities than 60%, discover that the ERP is higher 
than forecast in Table 1, or some combination of these items. 
 
 
SECTION II – EVALUATING THE LIKELIHOOD OF ACHIEVING THE 
IMPLIED ERP 
 
This section examines information from several sources to help assess the likelihood that 
the ERP may be higher than the forecast in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 shows the implicit ERP is 2.2% to 4.0%.  An examination of the forecast returns 
at January 1 for the years 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004 in Aon’s study for Canadian 
equities showed a range for the implicit ERP of 2.2% to 4.0%.  Conversations with 
investment managers suggest that a range for the long-term ERP of 2% to 4% is 
commonly quoted. 
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An examination of Canadian economic statistics complied by the Canadian Institute of 
Actuaries indicates that the implied ERP for the 50-year period ending December 31, 
2003, is approximately 3.2%, comfortably in the range suggested above (see Table 3).  
However, as we examine these statistics for shorter periods, such as 10 years, we note a 
much lower ERP in the more recent 10-year periods.  For the 10-year period ending 
2003, the ERP was approximately 0.1%, and for the previous 10-year period ending 1993 
the ERP was approximately –5.6% 6 (see Table 3). 
 
Robert D. Arnott and Peter L. Bernstein have done research and written several papers 
regarding ERP.7  Although their research focuses on the U.S. financial markets, Arnott 
has suggested that similar results could be expected in Canada.  The U.S. longer term 
history (50 years) shows an ERP of approximately 5%.  Their analysis suggests that 
expected real stock returns over the 10-year period ending 2012 will be 2.5%, which is 
less than expected real bond yields of 3.3% and means a negative ERP of 0.8%. 
 
Bernstein writes, “the primary reason that the actualized equity risk premium has been so 
enormous in the years since 1954 is that the bond market went through repeated 
inflationary episodes that took bond investors by surprise”. 8  A similar explanation may 
apply to the CIA data cited previously.  Few investors expect inflationary episodes in the 
next 10 years. 
 
Rajiv Silgardo has used a similar approach to develop an expected ERP, but focussed on 
the Canadian market.  His analysis produced an estimate for the ERP for Canadian 
equities over the next ten years from 2002 of 3.5%, higher than for many periods.9  His 
reasons for believing in a higher ERP than in the past are:  
 
“  Canada’s past ERP suffered from much higher real bond yields and from 

relatively poor equity performance, in past due to a concentration on commodity-
based companies. 

 
 Canada’s economic and financial environment is supportive of productivity 

growth and attractive valuations. 
 

 The projected equity risk premium is lower than that actually realized in the U.S. 
in the past.’’ 10 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Estimates of ERP 

 
Item Silgardo Estimate Bernstein Estimate 
A. Dividend Yield 1.9 1.5 
B. Real GDP Growth 3.0 2.8 
C. Population Growth 1.0 1.1 
D. Earnings growth greater than GDP growth 0.5 n/a 
E. Net buy backs 0.75 n/a 
F. Dividend growth n/a 1.0 
 Real stock return A+B+D+E = 6.15 A+F = 2.5 
 Real bond return 2.7 3.3 
 ERP 3.45 -0.8 
 
Table 2 compares the relevant values of the key components used in developing the 
Silgardo and Bernstein estimates.  Interestingly, each component is relatively close, 
between estimates.  However, the way that the two combine components varies.  For 
example, if Bernstein were to apply his methodology but to use Silgardo’s numbers, he 
would subtract population growth from real GDP growth to get expected per capita 
growth in GDP of 2.0%.  He would then reduce expected per capita growth in GDP by .8 
percentage points because of an observed lag between dividend growth and expected per 
capita growth in GDP, to get dividend growth of 1.2%.   His expected real stock return 
would then be 1.2% + 1.9% = 3.1%, producing an ERP of .4%. 
 
On the other hand, if we apply the Silgardo methodology but use the Bernstein figures, 
substituting Silgardo figures where there are no Bernstein figures, we would get an 
expected stock return of 1.5%+2.8%+.5%+.75% = 5.55%. This produces an ERP of 
2.25%. 
 
A key item of difference between the Silgardo and Bernstein forecasts is the real rate of 
return on bonds.  Silgardo uses 2.7% and Bernstein 3.3%.  Which is more likely to occur?  
The median inflation estimate from the Aon Consulting survey shows inflation for the 
10-year horizon at 2.5%, so the real long-bond return inherent in the median forecast is 
3.3%.  This is an interesting result, since 2.5% inflation agrees with Silgardo’s estimate 
of inflation and 3.3% real bond return agrees with Bernstein’s estimate of real long-bond 
returns. 
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Table 3 shows the nominal and real returns on Canada long bonds for periods from 1924 
to 2003. 11  In the fifty-year period ending 2003, the real return was 3.0%, right in the 
middle of the forecast real returns for the next ten years of Silgardo and Bernstein.  
However, Silgardo commented that one reason he expects a higher ERP in the next ten 
years is that real bond yields have been high.  From Table 3, we can see that he is right, 
in the most recent two ten-year periods ending 1993 and 2003 real returns were 10.39% 
and 6.55% respectively.  A main factor in the high real returns over the last twenty years 
may be that this was a period of steadily declining interest rates, starting from a very high 
level. 
 

Table 3 
Rates of Return Over 10-Year Periods 

On Canada Long Bonds and Derived ERP 
 
Period Nominal Real Derived ERP * 
1924 – 1933 5.44 8.19 .94 
1934 – 1943 5.14 2.56 2.24 
1944 – 1953 2.19 -2.13 12.47 
1954 – 1963 2.45 .98 9.82 
1964 – 1973 3.85 -.31 5.18 
1974 – 1983 6.91 -2.11 6.05 
1984 – 1993 14.60 10.39 -5.60 
1994 – 2003 8.49 6.55 .10 
    
1954 – 2003 7.18 3.00 3.17 
 

* based on Common Stock Index return less Canada Long Bond return 
 
Silgardo, Bernstein, and the median forecast from the Aon Consulting survey all predict 
nominal long bond returns in the 5% - 6% range.  What does Table 3 show when nominal 
returns were at this level?  There are only two such 10-year periods, 1924 – 1933 and 
1934 – 1943.  During the first 10-year period, significant deflation (negative inflation) 
occurred producing a real return of 8.19%.  Certainly none of the sources cited in this 
paper anticipate deflation.  The 10-year period ending 1943 shows a real return of 2.56%. 
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It is also interesting to note that the lower the nominal return on long bonds, the lower the 
real return, with the exception of the period ending 1933.  Possibly the forecast period 
with its projected nominal long bond returns of 5% - 6% will be a period of lower real 
returns.   
 
Also note in Table 3, that during the majority of 10-year periods of lower nominal and 
real long-bond returns, the derived ERP has been higher than the fifty-year average of 
3.17%.  For the two 10-year periods in which the nominal return was in the 5% - 6% 
range (1924 – 1933 and 1934 – 1943) the derived ERP was less than the fifty-year 
average (although the 1924 – 1933 period with its negative inflation rate does not seem to 
be a good period for comparison).  The 1934 – 1943 period shows a derived ERP of 
2.24%, coincidentally the implied ERP on Canadian equities for the next ten years 
according to the Aon Consulting survey.  Intuitively, the financial and economic 
conditions that occurred during that 10-year period, when the world was recovering from 
an unprecedented recession and engaging in a world war, do not seem comparable to the 
financial and economic conditions expected to be faced in the next ten years. 
 
In fact, none of the previous 10-year periods shown in Table 3 suggest to me economic 
and financial conditions similar to those expected to be experienced in the next ten years.  
My intuition with respect to stock market returns for the balance of the first decade of the 
twenty-first century is that although there may be individual years of substantial growth, 
for the whole decade the equity returns will be modest.  I think this decade will be known 
as the “decade of unpleasant surprises”.  Examples of unpleasant surprises affecting stock 
markets include:  the terrorist attacks of 9/11, 2001; multiple corporate scandals and 
earnings restatements such as the Enron debacle which led to the dissolution of Arthur 
Andersen; emphasis on improved corporate governance which is increasing costs and 
will take some time before it will increase earnings; mutual fund trading practices.   
 
All these items happened after Y2K – which as it turned out was a non-event.  Yet 
millions of dollars were spent in the 1990’s preparing for Y2K.  This effectively created 
more economic activity in the 90’s and reduced economic activity in the 2000’s.  By 
setting an arbitrary deadline and focussing attention on a particular calamity to avoid, it 
may have contributed to the bubble environment of the 1990’s, and lack of attention to 
good governance and sound financial reporting practices which occurred.  This is 
speculation on my part, but the evidence is accumulating. 
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We can see that there can be quite a possible range of results for ERP even when there is 
some level of agreement on the economic components used for the forecast. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We return to the question with which we began.  For Canadian companies is it reasonable 
to expect to achieve a return on assets on the pension plan of 7.5% or more? 
 
In the first section we showed that using the implied ERP from the Aon Consulting study, 
and an asset mix with a relatively aggressive equity allocation, the expected return would 
likely be less than 7.5%.  To increase this return, plans would need to invest to add value 
over the return on the indices net of expenses, increase the allocation to equities, and / or 
achieve a higher ERP. 
 
In the second section we have shown the Silgardo forecast of ERP which would provide 
the additional return necessary to justify a 7.5% expected return assumption.  However, it 
should be noted that in recent ten-year periods, the ERP in Canada has been less than 1%, 
substantially less than the Silgardo forecast.  Moreover, the methodology used by 
Bernstein when applied to Silgardo’s components produces a much lower ERP, one 
insufficient to support the 7.5% expected return assumption.  Some authors, such as 
Bernstein, forecast a negative ERP. 
 
In conclusion, it is possible that pension plans using an expected return assumption of 
7.5% may achieve such a return.  However, the analysis suggests that this is an 
aggressively optimistic assumption which may require aggressive allocations to equity 
and excellent investment management to achieve. 
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ENDNOTES 
 
1 Certified General Accountants Association of Canada 2004, “Addressing the Pension Dilemma in 

Canada”, p.51 

2 Ibid, p.51 
3 Ibid, p.52 

4 Ibid p.52 
5 Ibid, p.41 

6 CIA Canadian Economic Statistics 1924 – 2003, derived from Tables 2A and 2B 

7 See, for example, Peter L. Bernstein, ‘Determining the Equity Risk Premium,’ AMIR Equity Research 
and Valuation Techniques, (2002) or Robert D. Arnott and Peter L. Bernstein, “What Risk Premium is 
“Normal’?’ Financial Analysts Journal, (March/April 2002).  

8 Peter L. Bernstein, op. cit. 

9 Ibid 

10 Rajiv Silgardo, 2002 “The Equity Risk Premium for Canada” Barclays Global Investors, p.1 

11 CIA, op. cit., p.10 
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